
            Editing Basics   

         QUESTION: What is editing? 

ANSWER:  Editing for motion pictures is the process of organizing, reviewing, select-
ing, and assembling the picture and sound  “ footage ”  captured during production. The 
result of these editing efforts should be a coherent and meaningful story or visual pre-
sentation that comes as close as possible to achieving the goals behind the original 
intent of the work  —  to entertain, to inform, to inspire, etc.      

   When you write, you select words from your vocabulary and string them together in a 
particular fashion to construct sentences that will inform, entertain, or evoke emotional 
responses within the reader. When you edit a motion picture, there is a similar process. 
You have to select shots and string them together in edited scenes to inform, entertain, 
or evoke emotional responses within the viewer. For your written sentences to make 
sense to readers you must follow the known and accepted rules of grammar for your 
written language  —  spelling, word order, phrase structure, tense, etc. There is also a 
similar visual grammar for the language of motion pictures  —  how they are shot and 
how they are edited together. 

   In the companion text,  Grammar of the Shot , these basic rules of structure and form in 
shooting the individual pictures are discussed in detail. This text, Grammar of the Edit , 
presents the basic rules of visual construction that will allow you to take these same 
shots and assemble them together into a meaningful story. As a creative entity, you 
may choose to edit your visual elements however you wish, but it must be understood 
that there are certain basic rules and guidelines that are commonly accepted in the 
entertainment and visual communication fi elds. The chapters of this book are designed 
to help you understand the grammar behind the editing process and set you on a path 
to good editing practices. 

  Chapter One 
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    A Little Editing History 

   Long before the existence of digital videotape and computer editing software, people 
used emulsion fi lm to create the illusion of motion pictures. Over one hundred years 
ago, the nascent technology of emulsion fi lm strips and hand-cranked moving fi lm cam-
eras only allowed for roughly one minute of any event to be photographed. Many of the 
original movies were just roughly one-minute long recordings of events in real time. Very 
quickly the technologies advanced and the use of motion pictures moved from straight 
documentary presentations that amazed to more elaborate fi ctional narrative stories that 
entertained. Longer strips of fi lm allowed for longer recording times. As fi lm’s visual lan-
guage began to develop, more shot variety was introduced and motion pictures became 
grander in scope. Editing the larger amount of photographic material grew out of the 
need to trim the visual  “ fat ”  and to better structure the story shown to an audience. 

   Within just a short few decades, a more complex visual language of motion picture 
photography and editing had evolved. Films were quickly becoming the largest enter-
tainment and information medium on the planet. They were held in high esteem by 
many and defamed by others. Motion pictures and how they were perceived by audi-
ences became a source of study. Many theories about the impact of fi lmmaking, and 
the editing process especially, emerged from different cultures around the world. 

   When the editor cut the fi lm and how the various shots were joined together were 
seen to have an impact on the viewing audience above and beyond the actual story. 
Editing was no longer just a means to physically trim the excess footage from a series 
of shots, but it had become recognized as a powerful tool in the fi lmmaker’s toolbox. 
The machines used to take the pictures and to perform the cuts have evolved over time, 
but most of the basic rules of visual grammar have remained the same. Differing edito-
rial styles have come and gone, but the core methods and intent behind the practice are 
unchanged even today.  
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    What Factors May Impact Your Editing Choices? 

   So, if editing is the assembly of individual shots of picture and sound into a coherent 
story, then an  edit  must be the place where you transition from one of those shots into 
the next within that assembly. Put simply, an edit is a cut point  —  a place where one 
shot ends and another separate shot begins. (see  Figure 1.2   ) The term  “ cut ”  stems from 
the days when motion pictures were shot and edited on very long strips of emulsion 
fi lm. Looking at the individual still frames on that strip of fi lm, the editor would deter-
mine where to physically cut the fi lm between pictures. A pair of scissors or a razor 
blade device was used to actually cut the fi lm at that point (see Figure 1.1). Glue or 
tape was then used to join the different cut strips of plastic fi lm together again. The cut 
or join then becomes the point of transition from one shot to the next. The straight cut 
described here is just one way to move between shots. How you choose to transition 
from one shot to another depends on many variables. 

   The fi rst factor you may wish to consider is what medium you are using to perform the 
physical edits  —  fi lm, tape-to-tape video, or computer-aided digital video. Each medium, 
and the devices that are used in the editing process, can often dictate physical, time-
related, or fi nancial limitations. Many argue that computer-aided digital video editing is 
the most economical and the most diverse as far as options for editing go, and it is, 
most likely, the type of editing that you, the reader, will be performing. In this text we 
are attempting to keep the discussions of editing grammar as generic as possible, so 
the general rules and practices presented should apply to any medium and to any edit-
ing device or software. Just be aware that certain terminology used in one medium may 
have its origins rooted in another and may vary from one software application to another. 

   A second factor that may impact your editing transition choices can be the kind of proj-
ect that you are editing. Are you assembling footage for a documentary, a fi ctional nar-
rative short fi lm, a news package, a music video, a television commercial, or a cousin’s 

FIGURE 1.1          Initially, editing motion picture fi lm 
required very basic technologies.    

FIGURE 1.2          The fi lm strip of shot B is  “ edited ”  onto 
the end of shot A.    
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wedding video? Each type of project or program may necessitate a certain editing style 
and usage of particular transitions. For instance, you may wish to use long, slow dis-
solves from one shot to the next in a moody music video, but you would never consider 
using long, slow dissolves in a hard-hitting, factual news package for the six o’clock 
news. We will discuss dissolves in more detail later, but the example illustrates the 
importance of following the accepted rules and guidelines of style for differing program 
types and for genres within those distinct types. For the purposes of clarity and simplic-
ity, we will mostly focus on the grammar and practices associated with fi ctional narra-
tive motion picture storytelling, but the general guidelines apply to all forms of motion 
image programming. 

   Other factors involved with editorial and transition choices include your own creativity, 
the vision of the director, the suggestions of a producer, and the quality of the raw foot-
age that you are tasked with editing together. Remember, the right editor can breathe 
new life into old, tired, or boring material, but an editor may still have to answer to 
other limiting factors as discussed above. The point is, an editor performs the task of 
editing but she or he does not always have control over the many variables that impact 
the process.  
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    The Basic Edit Transitions 

   Let us begin our discussion of editing with the edit point itself. 

   There are four basic ways one can transition from one shot or visual element into 
another:

●       Cut   —  An instantaneous change from one shot to the next. The last full frame of 
picture for one shot is immediately followed by the fi rst full frame of picture for 
the next shot.  

●       Dissolve   —  A gradual change from the ending pictures of one shot into 
the beginning pictures of the next shot. This is traditionally achieved via a 
superimposition of both shots with a simultaneous downward and upward ramping 
of opacity over a particular period of time. As the end of the fi rst shot  “ dissolves ”  
away, the beginning of the next shot  “ resolves ”  onto the screen at the same time.  

●       Wipe   —  A line, progressing at some angle, or a shape, moves across the screen 
removing the image of the shot just ending while simultaneously revealing the 
next shot behind the line or the shape. The wiping shot replaces the previous 
shot on the screen.  

●       Fade   —  (1) A gradual change from a solid black screen into a fully visible image 
(fade from black or fade-in)  . (2) A gradual change from a fully visible image into a 
solid black screen (fade to black or fade-out).    

   The grammar of the edit has evolved in some ways since the early days of cinema, but 
these four basic transitions have remained the same. No matter what type of program 
you are editing or what tool you are using to make it, a cut is still a cut. A dissolve is 
still a dissolve no matter what pictures you dissolve from and to. A wipe will literally 
wipe a new shot over the old shot. A fade-in still comes out of black and a fade-out still 
goes into black. They have remained the same because their individual purposes have 
remained the same, and, for the most part, everyone around the world understands 
their grammar  —  or what it means when they see one being used as a transition. 

   Later in this text you will be able to explore a more in-depth analysis of these basic 
editing transitions. For now, let us place them aside and focus our attentions on a much 
broader topic  —  a general approach to the entire editing process. 

   Your goal is to have a fi nished piece that plays for your audience and provides as much 
entertainment or information as it can. To achieve that fi nished piece, though, there are 
several stages of the editing process that you will, most likely, need to follow.  
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    Stages of the Editing Process 

   The editing process, more generally referred to as  post-production  or sometimes just 
post , can range from being rather simple to extremely complex. The post-production 
period really encompasses any and all work on the project that comes after the shoot-
ing (the production ) is completed. Picture and sound tracks are edited together to 
show and tell the story, special visual effects are generated, titles/graphics/credits 
are added, sound effects are created, and music is scored during post-production. On 
smaller projects, one person can do all of this work, but on larger productions, several 
teams of women and men work in various departments to complete each element and 
join each phase of the post-production workfl ow. 

   The following is a low-level listing of the major steps involved in a post-production 
workfl ow that stresses the editing process for the visual elements of a project. 

●      Acquire  
●      Organize  
●      Review and select  
●      Assemble  
●      Cut  —  rough  
●      Cut  —  fi ne  
●      Picture lock  
●      Master and deliver    

    Acquisition  —  Simply put, you must acquire the footage shot by the production 
team. Motion picture and sound elements, whether on emulsion fi lm, analog 
tape, digital tape, or digital fi les, must be gathered together for the duration 
of the post-production editing process. The medium of choice depends on the 
method of editing and the physical devices used to perform the edits. If you are 
using a computer-aided digital non-linear editing system to perform the edit, 
then you will have to import, capture, or  “ digitize ”  all materials as media on 
your storage drives. These media fi les must remain accessible by your editing 
software for the life of the project for you to complete the work.  

    Organization  —  All of the minutes, hours, feet, reels, or gigabytes of picture and 
sound elements should be organized in some way. If you do not have a clear 
system of labeling, grouping, or sorting all of the material needed for your project, 
you will eventually have a diffi cult time fi nding that good shot or that good sound 
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8    Grammar of the Edit

effect, etc. Organization of source materials is not the most glamorous part of the 
edit process, but it can certainly make the difference between a smooth 
post-production workfl ow and a slower and more frustrating one. Many of the 
better editors and assistant editors  are highly prized for their organizational 
skills. Tame the chaos into order and craft the order into a motion picture.  

    Review and selection  —  Once you have acquired and organized all of your 
elements, it will be necessary to review all of this material and pick out the best 
pieces that will work for your project. You will  “ pull the selects ”  and set aside 
the good stuff while weeding out the junk that you hope you will not have to use. 
You would be wise to not actually throw anything away, however, because you 
will never know what might come in handy a day or a few weeks into the editing 
process. That one scrap of footage of the fl ag waving in the breeze may just save 
the entire edit, so keep it readily available even though you know it is not one of 
your original selections.  

    Assembly  —  This process calls for assembling all of the major pieces of the project 
into a logical sequence  of picture and sound elements. If you are editing a 
scripted story, you would follow that script as a blueprint for assembling the best 
selections of the various shots of the scenes that make up the motion picture. 
If you are creating a documentary or even a music video, there is always some 
story that is trying to be shown to an audience  —  assemble those raw parts into 
this skeleton version. No matter what genre the project, the story, in its longest 
and most rough-hewn form, takes shape now.  

    Rough cut  —  This is a stage of the project’s development where the majority of the 
 “ fat ”  has been trimmed and you are left with a presentation that is complete in 
its narrative fl ow but has many rough edges. Perhaps not every cut is perfectly 
timed yet, there are no fi nalized titles or graphics, simple or more elaborate 
effects have not been created, and the audio mix certainly has not been 
completed. You do have the timing of the main elements down to a good pace, 
however, and you, and others to whom you show the developing work, like how 
the story unfolds, although restructuring of scenes may still occur.  

    Fine cut  —  You have worked and re-worked and massaged the material of your 
project into a tight and fi nely tuned presentation. There will be no major 
renovations from this point forward. You, and the majority of the people to whom 
you show the piece, all agree that no further tweaks are required. This cut is fi ne.  

    Picture lock  —  You   have reached picture lock when you are absolutely certain that 
you will not make any more changes to the picture track(s) of your edited piece. 
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The timing of all picture elements (shots, titles, black pauses, etc.) is set. Once 
you have locked the picture tracks (sometimes literally but mostly fi guratively), 
you are then free to address your audio mixing needs. Once the audio tweaks are 
fi nalized and your music is in place, then you are ready for the last stage.  

    Mastering and delivery  —  All of your efforts in creating a well-edited piece will 
mean very little if you cannot deliver the show to the audience that needs to 
see it. These days this process may mean recording your fi nal cut onto video-
tape, creating an optical fi lm print for projection in a movie theatre, converting 

FIGURE 1.3          The general stages of the editing process.    
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10    Grammar of the Edit

your story into a computer video fi le, or authoring the piece onto a DVD. Each 
medium would require a unique process, but the end result is that you have a 
fully mastered version of your show and an audience gets to view all of your hard 
editing work.    

   So we now have a pretty good idea of what the basic editing, or post-production work-
fl ow is for any project large or small. You certainly may encounter projects that do not 
call for all the stages of editing to be executed in a clearly delineated manner, but, for 
the most part, you will touch upon some combination of each of these stages as you 
work toward your fi nished piece.  
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    End of Chapter One Review 

      1.     There are basic and widely accepted rules of visual grammar that govern the 
motion picture editing process.  

    2.     The grammar of the edit has evolved over a century of fi lmmaking, but the basics, 
covered in this book, have remained largely unchanged.  

    3.     There are many factors that play a role in how a motion picture is edited and the 
editor does not always have control over many of them.  

    4.     The four basic types of transition edits are cut, dissolve, wipe, and fade.  

    5.     The basic post-production workfl ow consists of the following stages: acquisition, 
organization, review and selection, assembly, rough cut, fi ne cut, picture lock, 
and master and delivery.        
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                                       Understanding the Footage   

         QUESTION: Why should an editor be well versed in the various 
shot types? 

ANSWER:  Consider the individual shot types as the vocabulary  —  the visual 
phrases  —  used to edit together complete scenes in a motion picture. Knowing the 
 “ words ”  and their meaning will help an editor construct more meaningful visual sentences.      

   When you watch a stage play, a music concert, or a sports event in an actual public 
theatre, club, or stadium you generally only get to observe the actions of the perform-
ers from one static viewpoint  —  your seat. If any of these events were recorded and 
broadcast on television, the person watching at home, although missing out on the thrill 
of being at the live event, will benefi t from having a more  “ intimate ”  viewing experi-
ence thanks to the event’s coverage by multiple cameras of varying positions and lens 
focal lengths. The person at home  “ sees ”  more views and details than the person at 
the actual event. 

   It is this same concept of coverage that allows people watching a motion picture to 
feel as though they are observing actual events unfolding before their eyes. They get 
to  “ see ”  more because the camera records the people, places, and actions from many 
different vantage points and with varying degrees of detail. The production team photo-
graphs all of the important action from what they consider to be the most advantageous 
and necessary points of view. Each one of these camera views is called a shot. 

   These shots, or individual units of visual information, are eventually given to the editor 
during post-production. Even though the editor had no control over which shots were 
recorded on the fi lm set or how they were composed, it will be his or her job to review 
all of the material and choose the best viewpoints  —  pull the selects  —  and combine 
these various shots to show the audience the best visual presentation of the action in 
the story, whatever it may be. 

  Chapter Two 
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    Basic Shot Types 

   Most editors only get involved with a project during post-production. Although many 
professional editors may have worked in production on a fi lm set or in a studio at some 
point in their careers, it is not that common for them to work both production and post-
production jobs. What is common, however, is the need for all editors to know certain 
production concepts and terminologies and be well-versed in the visual grammar of 
fi lmmaking. Knowing the basic shot types and how to best juxtapose them during the 
edit is a key responsibility for the editor. He or she must know how to best  “ show ”  the 
story. So as a review, we will present the following section which highlights and illus-
trates the main building blocks of fi lm language  —  the basic shots. 

●      Extreme close-up (XCU or ECU)  
●      Big close-up (BCU)  
●      Close-up (CU)  
●      Medium close-up (MCU)  
●      Medium shot (MS)  
●      Medium long shot (MLS)  
●      Long shot (LS) or wide shot (WS)  
●      Very long shot (VLS)  
●      Extreme long shot (XLS or ELS)  
●      Two shot (2S)  
●      Over the shoulder (OTS)     



FIGURE 2.1          The extended family of fi lm’s basic shot types  .    
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    Shot Descriptions 

   The basic shot types can be used to record any subject or objects of varying sizes, but 
to keep the examples grounded in an easily understood relationship, we are going to 
mainly focus our attention on the framing of a human subject. It should then be pretty 
clear, based on the following shot descriptions, how to create similar framing when 
recording objects or fi lm space  devoid of human fi gures. 

    Extreme Close-Up (XCU or ECU) 

      1.     Purely a detail shot. The framing favors one aspect of a subject such as his or her 
eyes, mouth, ear, or hand; may be a magnifi cation of any object or item or merely 
just a part of an object or item.  

    2.     Lacking any points of reference to the surrounding environment, the audience 
has no context in which to place this body part or object detail, so understanding 
will stem from how or when this shot is edited into the motion picture. It is often 
helpful, but not required, that the subject whose body detail is displayed in the 
XCU is shown before or after in a wider shot so context may be established for 
the viewer.  

    3.     This type of extremely magnifi ed imagery can be used in documentary work such 
as medical fi lms or scientifi c studies, more fanciful projects like music videos and 
experimental art fi lms, or it may be used sparingly in a fi ctional narrative story.     

FIGURE 2.2          Examples of extreme close-up (XCU/ECU) shots.        
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    Big Close-Up (BCU) 

      1.     Human face occupies as much of the frame as possible and still shows the key 
features of eyes, nose, and mouth at once.  

    2.     Such an intimate shot puts the audience directly in the face of the subject. Every 
detail of the face is highly visible, therefore facial movements or expressions 
need to be subtle. Very little head movement can be tolerated before the subject 
moves out of frame.  

    3.     This shot is about who and how that  “ who ”  feels  —  angry, scared, romantic, etc.     

    Close-Up (CU) 

      1.     Sometimes called a  “ head shot ”  because the framing is primarily the face, but it 
may cut off the top of the subject’s hair. The bottom of frame can begin anywhere 
just below the chin or with the neck and a little upper shoulder visible.  

    2.     A very intimate full face shot of a human subject showing all detail in the eyes. It 
conveys the subtle emotions that play across the eyes, mouth, and facial muscles 
of an actor. Health conditions and facial hair in men and make-up use in women 
are clearly visible.  

    3.     An audience member should be totally focused on the human face with this 
framing.

    4.     This shot shows who but not so much where or when.     

FIGURE 2.3          Examples of big close-up (BCU) shots.        
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18    Grammar of the Edit

    Medium Close-Up (MCU) 

      1.     Sometimes called a  “ two-button ”  for the tight bottom frame cutting off at the 
chest, roughly where you would see the top two buttons on a shirt. Defi nitely 
cuts off above the elbow joint. Adjust bottom frame slightly for men or women 
depending on costuming.  

    2.     Character’s facial features are rather clear. Where the eyes look is obvious, as is 
emotion, hair style and color, make-up, etc. This is one of the most common shots 
in fi lmmaking because it provides so much information about the character while 
speaking, listening, or performing an action that does not involve much body or 
head movement.  

    3.     An audience is supposed to be watching the human face at this point in the 
framing so actions or objects in the surrounding environment should hold little to 
no importance.  

    4.     Depending upon general lighting and costuming you may discern general 
information about where and when.     

    Medium Shot (MS) 

      1.     May also be called the  “ waist ”  shot because the frame cuts off the human fi gure 
just below the waist and just above the wrists if arms are down at the side.  

A

FIGURE 2.4          Examples of close-up (CU) shots.      

B

A

FIGURE 2.5          Examples of medium close-up (MCU) shots.      

B
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    2.     Human torso is most prominent in the frame. However, eyes and the direction 
they look, clothing, and hair color and style are all plainly visible.  

    3.     Subject movement may become a concern since the tighter framing restricts the 
freedom of gesture. Be careful not to break frame  (have an actor’s body part 
touch or move beyond the established edge of the picture frame).  

    4.     Certainly shows who and may provide generic detail about where (inside or 
outside, apartment, store, forest, etc.) and when (day or night, season).     

    Medium Long Shot (MLS) 

      1.     First shot where surrounding environment occupies more screen space than the 
subject. Traditionally framed such that bottom of frame cuts off the leg either 
just below, or, more common, just above the knee. The choice for where to 
frame the leg may depend on costuming or body movement of the individual in 
the shot. If you cut bottom of frame above the knee, it is sometimes referred to 
as the  “ cowboy. ”  (In classical Hollywood Westerns, it was important to get the 
obligatory  “ six gun ”  strapped to the hero’s thigh in the shot.)  

    2.     Human fi gure is prominent and details in clothing, gender, and facial expressions 
are visible.  

    3.     Shows more of who than where and may still show when.     

A

FIGURE 2.6          Examples of medium shots (MS).      

B

A

FIGURE 2.7          Examples of medium long shots (MLS).      

B
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    Long Shot/Wide Shot (LS/WS) 

      1.     This is usually considered a  “ full body ”  shot, wide but still in close to the fi gure 
often framing feet just above bottom of frame and head just below top of frame. 
It may often be noted as a generic wide shot (WS) as well.  

    2.     The tall vertical line of the human fi gure attracts the viewer’s eye away from the 
surrounding environment; however, a fair amount of the character’s surroundings 
are still visible and should be considered in the composition.  

    3.     May not work well for an  establishing shot  because it may not show enough of 
the environment to provide the required information to the audience.  

    4.     Shows where, when, and who. The gender, clothing, movements, and general 
facial expressions may be seen but real facial detail is lacking.     

    Very Long Shot (VLS) 

      1.     Proud member of the wide shot family.  

    2.     May be used in  exterior  or  interior  shooting when enough width and height 
exist within the studio set or location building.  

    3.     The human fi gure is visible but only generalities of race, mood, clothing, and hair 
may be observed. The environment within the fi lm space dominates much of the 
screen.

    4.     May be used as an establishing shot where movement of character brings the 
fi gure closer to the camera during the action of the shot.  

    5.     Shows where, when, and a bit of who.     

A

FIGURE 2.8          Examples of long shots (LS).      

B
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    Extreme Long Shot (XLS/ELS) 

      1.     Also referred to as a very wide shot or a very wide angle shot.  

    2.     Traditionally used in exterior shooting.  

    3.     Encompasses a large fi eld of view, therefore forms an image that shows a large 
amount of the environment within the fi lm space.  

    4.     Often used as an establishing shot at the beginning of a motion picture or at the 
start of a new sequence within a motion picture.  

    5.     Shows urban, suburban, rural, mountains, desert, ocean, etc.  

    6.     May show day, night, summer, winter, spring, fall, distant past, past, present, 
future, etc.  

    7.     May show the lone stranger walking into town or massive invading army. Most 
often the human fi gures in the XLS are so small that details are indistinguishable. 
General, not specifi c information will be conveyed.     

A

FIGURE 2.9          Examples of very long shots (VLS).      

B

A

FIGURE 2.10          Examples of extreme long shots (ELS/XLS).      

B
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    Two-Shot (2-Shot/2S) 

      1.     Contains two subjects who generally either face toward camera or face each 
other in profi le to camera.  

    2.     Framing depends on whether the subjects are standing or sitting, moving or 
static, or making gestures and performing actions. A medium 2-shot (M2S) is 
common but allows for little gesturing or body movement. Medium long shot or 
long shot two-shots will allow more room around the subjects for movement or 
action.

    3.     Framing for tighter shots (MCU, CU) would entail extremely close proximity of 
subjects’ heads implying intimate connectivity or aggressive posturing like two 
boxers in a clutch. To see both faces of the subjects in a tight 2-shot, you would 
have to  “ favor ”  one body before the other, literally overlapping the people within 
the frame. The person closest to camera and seen fully by the viewer is given 
favor.  

    4.     Adding persons creates a three-shot (3-shot), a group shot, or a crowd 
shot depending on how many individuals are clustered together in the 
frame.

FIGURE 2.11          The 2-shot, the overlapping 2S, and the group shot.        

A B

C
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    Over-the-Shoulder Shot (OTS/OSS) 

      1.     A special 2-shot in which one subject is  “ favored ”  facing camera either frame 
left or frame right and the other subject has his or her back turned toward 
camera on the opposite side of the frame. The non-favored subject creates an 
 “ L ”  shape at the edge and bottom of frame with the back of their head and their 
shoulder; hence the name. The camera shoots over one subject’s shoulder to 
frame up the face of the other subject for the viewer to see.  

    2.     Due to the  “ shoulder ”  subject partially cut off at the edge of frame, the shot type 
used for the OTS may be as tight as a medium close-up. Anything closer and the 
composition would alter the balance of the frame and the shoulder may get lost 
creating what some may call a dirty single .

    3.     It is often helpful to have a decreased  depth of fi eld  so the portion of the 
 “ shoulder ”  subject visible in the corner of the frame is blurry while the face of 
the favored subject is well-focused. Having a well-focused back-of-the-head may 
prove to be distracting for the audience.      

FIGURE 2.12          Examples of over-the-shoulder (OTS) framing.        
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    Increasing Shot Complexity 

   It is worth noting that all of the shot types outlined above have one thing in common: 
they belong to an over-arching shot category that we like to call simple shots. They 
could, however, evolve into two more of our categories  —  complex shots or developing 
shots. Before we clarify what constitutes a simple, complex, or developing shot, we 
should give just a bit of attention to the four basic elements of shot creation whose 
presence helps dictate into which category a shot may be placed. 

    LENS  —  Does the camera’s lens move during the shot? Does the lens alter its light 
gathering characteristics while the shot is being recorded? Since the camera 
is stationary, lens movement can only be achieved while using a  zoom  or a 
vari-focal  lens. So you have to determine if there is a zoom or a  focal length
change during the shot.  

    CAMERA  —  Does the entire camera body move during the shot? Essentially, is there 
a panning action or a tilting action executed while the camera is recording the 
shot? The camera mount ( tripod head ) would have to allow for these horizontal 
and vertical axis changes, but the camera support ( tripod ) would not be in motion.  

    MOUNT/SUPPORT  —  Does the camera’s mount or support physically move the 
camera around the fi lm set or location during a shot? In a television studio the 
camera is mounted atop a pedestal,  which can boom up (raise camera height) 
or boom down (lower camera height) and roll around the smooth fl oor. On a fi lm 
set, the camera can be mounted to a moving dolly  on tracks (for  crab  or  truck
moves), it can be attached to a crane  or  jib arm , or suspended from cables or a 
Steadicam and so forth.  

    SUBJECT  —  Does the subject recorded with the camera move during the shot? The 
subject can be a person or multiple people, an animal, an animate object (something 
capable of moving itself like a remote-controlled toy car), or an inanimate object 
(something that does not move, like a vase or a pirate’s treasure chest).    

FIGURE 2.13          A camera lens with zoom or vari-focal capabilities.    
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FIGURE 2.14          Camera mounted to pan/tilt tripod head.    

FIGURE 2.15          A camera on a dolly.    

A

FIGURE 2.16          Subjects in motion and at rest.      

B

   As the editor, you will not have to consciously analyze each shot you are given for these 
four elements. Most often their presence or lack thereof will be rather noticeable. What 
you should understand though are the basic categories that shots will fall into when one or 
several of the four elements are present. These three basic categories are simple shots , 
complex shots , and  developing shots . Defi ning these over-arching shot categories now 
will help us in our analysis of editing them together  —  a topic we cover later in this text.  
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    Simple Shots 

●      No lens movement  
●      No camera movement  
●      No mount movement  
●      Simple subject movement    

   Simple shots are just that  —  simple. They have no focal length changes (zooms). They 
have no tilting or panning actions. They show no camera body movement as with a dolly 
or a jib. They do show the subject move in simple ways across screen, standing, sitting, 
etc. The basic shot types, discussed earlier, are all covered from a particular angle, with 
a set focal length on the lens and a locked-off  mount. Whatever simple action unfolds 
before the camera, it happens within that set and fi nite framing. Often, simple shots 
can make up the bulk of fi ctional narrative dialogue driven motion picture content.  
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FIGURE 2.17          Simple shot with no lens, camera, or mounting movement but maybe talent movement.    
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    Complex Shots 

●      Lens movement  
●      Camera movement  
●      No mount movement  
●      Simple subject movement    

   A complex shot may contain a: 

●      Pan  
●      Tilt  
●      Pan and tilt (diagonal upward or downward camera lens movement)  
●      Lens movement (zoom or a focus pull)  
●      Lens movement and a pan (hiding a zoom by panning the camera)  
●      Lens movement and a tilt (hiding the zoom by tilting the camera)  
●      Subject movement and a pan  
●      Subject movement and a tilt    

   So if a shot contains any combination of the three active elements (lens movement, cam-
era movement, or simple subject movement), then it may be considered a complex shot. 

   If the complex shot does contain a  pan  or a  tilt  then the production team should have ensured 
that it begins with a static start frame, goes through its move, and completes with a static end 
frame. The static start and end frames of these pan and tilt shots are very important to the edi-
tor. You will fi nd that it is very diffi cult to cut from a static shot into a shot already in motion, or 
cut out of a motion shot to a static shot. Entering or leaving movement at the cut can be very 
jarring for an audience. The best case scenario is for you to be presented with pan and tilt 
shots that start and end with static frames and contain smooth even movement in between.  
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FIGURE 2.18          A complex shot can combine a zoom with a camera tilt and subject movement.    
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    Developing Shots 

●      Lens movement  
●      Camera movement  
●      Mounting movement  
●      More complex subject movement    

   A developing shot incorporates movement on all four elements. As such, you can imag-
ine that these shots are rather diffi cult to accomplish. As subjects move in complicated 
blocking patterns on set, the camera is moved about on a mount (perhaps a dolly or a 
crane boom arm), the lens is being re-focused or perhaps zoomed, and there will be a 
panning or tilting action at some point to follow the action. 

   As an editor, you should watch these developing shots very carefully for quality assur-
ance. They will most likely start and end with static frames, but the middle portion 
could be a grab-bag of actions. Watch for proper focus, good framing, and smooth 
movements. Since these types of elaborate developing shots are designed by the fi lm-
makers to be used as one stunning show piece, there is often little actual editing that 
you may need to do beyond cutting the shot into the overall scene at the appropriate 
point. Cutting into and out of moving developing shots can upset the fl ow of the entire 
shot and take away from its impact on the viewing audience. This may be necessary, 
however, for creative purposes or if some of the action within the developing shot is 
not top quality.  

FIGURE 2.19          A developing shot follows complex action with lens, camera, and mounting movement.    
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    Reviewing the Footage  — Selecting the Best Shots 

   We should all feel rather comfortable now identifying the various types of shots that 
may be used to record the images of a motion picture. With these committed to mem-
ory, it will be that much easier to organize them when you acquire and review the foot-
age to be edited. Be forewarned, however, that not every shot type may be used to 
generate coverage for a particular scene. For example, looking for an XLS in footage 
from an airplane cockpit dialogue scene may not make much sense. 

   Once you have the material organized, it will be helpful to review each shot for its tech-
nical and aesthetic qualities. Certain criteria work for some motion picture genres but 
not all movies, programs, commercials, or music videos can be held up to one master 
checklist of good or bad qualities. What might never be allowed as acceptable in one 
program type may be entirely encouraged in another. So, as an editor, you will have to 
make your own judgment calls depending on the type of project you are editing and 
what the end goals of that project are set to be.  
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    What Could Make or Break a Shot? 

   The listing that follows, although certainly not exhaustive, should provide plenty of cri-
teria upon which you might base an analysis of the footage you will be editing. Again, 
the type of show you have to cut will often come with its own style, traditions, and 
sense of what is acceptable and what is not, but you should always be aware of these 
potential  “ gotchas. ”  

●      Focus  
●      Audio quality  
●      Exposure and color temperature  
●      Framing and composition  
●      Screen direction  
●      180 degree rule  
●      30 degree rule  
●      Matching angles  
●      Matching eye-line  
●      Continuity of action  
●      Continuity of dialogue  
●      Performance     
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    Focus 

   One of the chief issues that you may encounter as an editor is incorrect focus during a 
shot. Nothing can ruin a good performance like bad focus. It is the camera department’s 
job to ensure good focus on shots, and, for the most part, they do excellent work. It only 
takes one false move or late start with the focus pull to turn a potentially good take 
into a bad one. With scripted fi ctional narrative fi lmmaking, the production team will 
often shoot multiple takes of a line reading or an action to ensure that they have the 
focus correct, so you should not have to worry too much with that material. Unscripted 
projects, like documentaries, corporate interview videos, or live news often only have 
one chance at good focus while the action happens in front of the camera. A soft focus 
talking head interview could render that entire interview unusable. 

   Why is soft focus or blurry imagery so bad? It is the one technical factor in fi lm or video 
that cannot be corrected during post-production. Unlike exposure, color correctness, or 
even framing, there is no fi x for soft focus footage. It becomes a problem because the 
viewing audience is intolerant of blurry images. As humans, our visual system is set to 
always see things in sharp focus (unless, of course, you require glasses or other correc-
tive lenses to properly focus the light in your eyes). When we watch a moving image 
that has soft focus, we become distracted and uncomfortable as our eyes try to focus 
on the screen image that cannot resolve. It is unnatural for us to see things blurry, so 
when a fi lmmaker purposefully causes things to go blurry in a shot, it must be quickly 
followed by placing some object within the frame in good focus as soon as possible. 
So unless you are experimenting with radical focus shifts while shooting footage for a 
music video, you should not be using blurry takes when you edit.  
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FIGURE 2.20          Audiences may forgive many things about an image, but they do not tolerate blurry pictures. Use 
the shots that have the best focus.      

A

B
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    Audio Quality 

   Another big technical issue with footage for a project will be poor audio quality. The 
synchronized sound, whether from a two-system fi lm shoot or a single-system video 
shoot, must be of good quality to use it in the fi nal  audio mix . Unlike bad focus, there 
are some tricks that can be done to improve the sound quality of the audio, mostly 
achieved with computer software these days. If the audio is really bad and cannot be 
salvaged by tweaking with an audio software package, then you still have the option of 
replacing it all together with new, cleanly recorded audio to match the picture exactly. 
Some refer to this as looping  or  automatic dialogue replacement  (ADR). So if the 
pictures are good, but the audio is bad, depending on the project, time, and money, the 
footage may still be usable.  
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FIGURE 2.21          Choose material with the best audio fi rst, but there may be ways to do a simple fi x with audio 
 “ sweetening ”  software.    
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    Exposure and Color Temperature 

   With the advent of more powerful video editing software, issues with the  exposure
and color temperature  of the footage are no longer that diffi cult to fi x. Of course, you 
would prefer that all shots were well-exposed and had the proper look for the color pal-
ette from the very beginning, so you really should start by selecting those fi rst. But, if 
good material is present on shots that have exposure issues (overall image is too bright 
or too dark) or color temperature shifts (image looking overly blue or overly orange, 
etc.), then keep those shots for use and have yourself or a video technician attend to 
their corrections with the software tools available. If you have no tools for such a pur-
pose, then look for other properly exposed and color-balanced footage to use. 

   Audiences struggle with imagery that is either too bright or too dark, and they do not 
like it if someone has green skin when there is no reason in the story for them to have 
green skin. Additionally, consider your own editing needs. How would it look to cut back 
and forth from a dark shot to a very bright shot. Our eyes would be missing valuable 
screen imagery and possible audio information as our brains adjust our eyes between 
the extremes of dark and light. Without getting too technical, these types of sudden 
exposure extremes can also cause image quality issues with video playback on com-
puter and television screens. For everyone’s sake, either correct the exposure or color 
issues or do not use the footage in the fi nal project if at all possible.  
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FIGURE 2.22          Select the well-exposed shots. If you have to edit using dark or light shots, most video editing soft-
ware packages come with some built-in exposure and color correcting tools to help.        
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    Framing and Composition 

   Living at the cusp between a technical issue and an aesthetic issue is the framing of 
a shot. It can be considered technical in the sense that sometimes the format of the 
recording device (fi lm or video camera) may be larger than the frame size for the fi nal 
deliverable product. This is especially true these days when people shooting wide screen 
16:9 high defi nition  ( HD ) may be looking to fi nish the show at a traditional aspect ratio 
of 4:3  for  standard defi nition  ( SD ) television. As an editor, you may be called upon to 
reformat  the video frame (cut it down to a smaller size for TV or the Web), or perform 
what is called a pan and scan , where you take a wide screen camera original format 
and extract a smaller frame size from it while simultaneously panning left and right to 
maintain some semblance of good composition in the new, smaller image. 

   Aesthetic criteria for framing and composition have fewer immediate fi xes. You will 
have to watch complex and developing shots for good focus, but also for good framing 
and proper composition. If an elaborate camera move bumps, jumps, sways, or in some 
way misses its mark while covering talent or action, then you should not consider using 
that particular take, or at least not that particular portion of that take. Again, during pro-
duction, there are normally quality controls for reviewing each shot, and if they do not 
get it right they usually perform the shot again, so you should have at least one good 
choice for your edit, but not always. That is where creative cutting comes into play. 

   Of course, you will also wish to gauge the qualitative attributes of a shot. Is there 
appropriate head room ? Is there appropriate  look room  or  looking room ? Is the 
horizon line  parallel to the top and bottom edges of the frame (if it should be)? Is the 
vertical camera angle  too high or too low? Is the horizontal camera angle too  subjec-
tive  or too  objective ? Does it work with the type of project you are editing? Very few 
of these other aesthetic shot qualities can be fi xed by the editor (short of using some 
software effects to resize or rotate an image) so it might be best to place them on the 
back burner and use any other better takes.  
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FIGURE 2.23          (A – B) An example of an SDTV 4:3 extraction from an HDTV 16:9 widescreen image. (C) An example 
of a frame with good head room, look room, and a visible horizon line. (D – E) High and low angles on a subject. 
(F – G) Examples of subjective camera coverage and objective shooting style.                
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    Screen Direction 

   This is mostly an issue with scripted fi ctional narrative footage, but it comes up in other 
genres as well. Talent or subject movement out of the frame of one shot and into the 
frame of another shot must maintain consistent screen direction. To clarify, frame left 
is screen left and frame right is screen right when watching the images. The fi lm space 
itself, the world in which the characters live and move, must be considered as real 
space; therefore it is subject to the same rules of left, right, up, down, etc. 

   If shot A shows a character exiting frame left of a simple shot, then when you cut to 
shot B, the same character must be entering from frame right. The character’s direction 
of movement within the fi lm space must be consistent  —  right to left and right to left 
again. If you show a character exiting frame left in shot A, then show the same charac-
ter entering from frame left in shot B, it will appear as though the character has simply 
turned around but is magically re-entering a different location. This will confuse your 
viewing audience and cause them to mentally recoil against the edit.  
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A

FIGURE 2.24          Maintaining screen direction of talent movement between shots helps orient the viewer within the 
fi lm space.          

B
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    180 Degree Rule/Axis of Action 

   Continuing the logic of our  screen direction  discussion, you must also analyze the 
footage to make sure that the production team respected the axis of action  or the 
imaginary line  while they were shooting coverage for the various scenes. As a quick 
review, the 180 degree rule is established from the fi rst camera set up covering the 
action of a scene, which is usually a wide shot showing the players and the environ-
ment. An imaginary line, following the direction of the talent’s  sight line , cuts across 
the set or location and it defi nes what is frame left and what is frame right. Each suc-
cessive medium or close-up shot of the talent within the scene must all be set up on 
the same side of this line of action  or else, to the viewing audience, the spatial rela-
tionships of the talent will be fl ipped left to right or right to left. Screen direction is 
maintained by shooting all the coverage from the one side of this line. 

   If you consider one of the alternate names for this practice, the  180 degree rule , it 
might help clarify what is going on. When the camera crew photographs a two-person 
dialogue scene for the wide long shot, they have established the side of the room from 
which they will continue to shoot for the other, closer shots they will need for cover-
age. If you imagine a circle running around the central talent, then the camera can only 
operate within one-half of that full circle, or within a 180 degree arc. The imaginary line 
has bisected the full circle and made a semi-circle within which the camera can move 
for more shooting. Should the camera have been moved across the line to shoot an 
individual’s close-up, that character, once edited into the scene, will appear to be turn-
ing and facing the opposite direction. This will look incorrect to the audience because 
the anomalous shot will break from the established screen directions for this scene. As 
a result, you really cannot edit in a shot that has crossed the line .



FIGURE 2.25          Coverage shots that  “ cross the line ”  are generally not usable because they break the established 
screen direction for the scene.                    
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    30 Degree Rule 

   Based around the concept of the 180 degree rule, the  30 degree rule  calls for the cam-
era crew to move the camera around the 180 degree arc by at least 30 degrees before 
they set up for a new coverage shot of talent. The reason is simple. If two shots, say 
a medium long shot and a medium shot, of one person are shot from two locations 
around the 180 degree arc and the physical distance between camera set-ups is less 
than 30 degrees, then the two shots, when cut together by the editor, will look too simi-
lar and cause a  “ jump ”  in the mind of the viewer. 

   This is where the expression  jump cut  comes from. Without suffi cient movement around 
the shooting arc, the viewpoint that the camera offers is too similar. If you have to edit 
these two similar shots together, the imagery will appear to suffer an immediate jump 
in space and possibly in time. The angles of coverage and the shot type must be differ-
ent enough to allow a believable alteration in view points across the cut. As the editor, 
you cannot control where the camera was placed for the close-up coverage, but you do 
have control over what two shots you juxtapose together at a cut point, provided there are 
more than two angles of coverage. Make sure that the two shots are suffi ciently different 
enough in angle on action  so they do not appear to  “ jump ”  while viewing them together.  
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A

FIGURE 2.26          It is best to edit coverage shots whose individual angles on action are greater than 30 degrees 
apart along the 180 degree arc. If the camera angles covering the action are too similar, as in this example, the 
audience will perceive the edit as a jump cut.        

B C
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    Matching Angles 

   When shooting dialogue scenes, the production team will most often shoot what are 
called matching angles   —  coverage of each character in each shot type where the 
angle on the person, their size in the frame, and the focus on their face are all consis-
tent with one another. One person’s close-up will look very similar to the other person’s 
close-up, but they will be on opposite sides of the frame. As an editor, you will often 
like to cut from one person’s shot (whatever shot type it may be) to the other person’s 
matching shot. The back and forth imagery will be easily accepted by the viewing audi-
ence because the images, although of two different people on opposite sides of the 
screen, look like they belong together. In other words, they match.  

A

FIGURE 2.27          Use matching angles for shot types when editing coverage for a scene involving more than one 
person.

B

    Matching Eye-Line 

Eye-line  ( sight line ) is an imaginary line that connects a character’s eyes to whatever 
object holds his or her attention within the fi lm world. If two people are speaking with 
one another, the other person’s face or eyes are often the object of interest, so the eye-
line would trace  from character A’s eyes to character B’s face/eyes. It could be a per-
son looking at a wall clock, or a dog, or a pile of money. The tricky part arises when you 
are editing closer shots of people and the object of interest (the thing looked at) is not 
in the same frame. When you cut the shot of the person next to the shot of the object of 
interest, the eye-line must match (see Figure 2.28). An audience member must be able 
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A

FIGURE 2.28          The eye-line or imaginary lines of attention should match across the transition between two shots.      

B

to trace the imaginary line from the eyes to the object across the cut point and into the 
new shot. If this line does not fl ow correctly, then the audience will feel like something 
is just not right. As an editor, you cannot really fi x eye-line mistakes; you will just have 
to fi nd some other way to cut around the issue (see the use of  cut-away  shots later in 
the text).  
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    Continuity of Action 

   We will discuss this in greater detail later in the book, but it is a topic that frustrates 
many editors. The action performed by or around the talent in one shot must match, rel-
atively exactly, the same action performed in a different angle within the same scene. 
Humans are very good about determining fl uidity of motion. When things do not fl ow  —  
when supposedly continuous actions do not match across a cut point  —  it is easily 
noticed (see Figure 2.29). Your job will be to fi nesse these action cuts as best as pos-
sible. Unless there is an obvious glitch in one entire shot, you may not be able to tell 
that action is not matching until after the footage review stage. Save all the good takes 
and see which ones eventually cut best with one another.  

A

FIGURE 2.29          Be watchful of continuity issues within the shots you are considering for the edit. Here, the coffee 
mug jumps hands across the cut point.      

B
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    Continuity of Dialogue 

   Be aware of line delivery when reviewing the footage. Does the talent say different 
words from take to take and shot to shot? Is there a different timbre in the voice or a 
modifi ed rate of delivery? Some of these issues may be cut around by laying in different 
audio from alternate takes and so forth, but sometimes things just will not match. As 
with most audio issues, there may be a way around them for a fi x, so keep the footage 
for later use, but try to separate out all the best and most usable takes fi rst. 

A

FIGURE 2.30          Lines of dialogue that stray from the script may still be used or even replaced.      

B

   Dialogue:  “ I said no sugar. ”       Dialogue:  “ I said no cream. ”     
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    Performance 

   Performance is certainly an issue that the editor has absolutely no control over, except 
for deciding which performance works best in the edited story. You cannot fi x bad act-
ing or bad direction of good actors. You can only try to hide it or mask it as much as 
possible. Sometimes there just is nothing else to cut to and there are no  “ better ”  takes 
to use. Cut in what you think works best for the overall scene, grin and bear it, and 
move on. If the talent performance is actually very strong but their ability to match their 
business  (holding a glass or cigar, brushing their hair, etc.) is what makes a certain 
take less appealing, be ready to cut in the best performance and let the discontinuity of 
the little business ride.  

    Be Familiar with All of the Footage 

   Reviewing and assessing the footage for quality issues and gauging useability at the 
very beginning of the editing process actually serve a two-fold purpose. Obviously this 
will help you  “ pull the selects ”  or set aside your best shots for use in the assembly edit. 
It also forces you to become familiar with all of the footage shot for the project. This is 
exceedingly important because it will be your job to know what options you have during 
the cutting process. 

   For scripted fi ctional narrative stories, you are guided by the script and footage usually 
matches that closely. Use the best of what you have to follow the script’s framework. 
As the editor, though, you are often given the ability to rework entire scene order and 
restructure the story a bit differently than what the script called for originally. You are 
paid for your storytelling abilities, not just as an assembly monkey. Additionally, if you 
are working with documentary, news, or even  “ reality ”  TV footage, you will have to be 
rather familiar with everything that is shown (the actions or B-roll ) and with everything 
that is said (interviews and so forth). You never know which piece of footage will turn a 
good edit into a great edit. As you begin to frame the story during the edit, the footage 
itself helps give it form, direction, infl uence, etc. An editor familiar with all of his or her 
building blocks can construct a better project.  
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    So How Does All of This Help You? 

   The job of the editor goes well beyond just slapping together a few pictures and sounds 
with a song and a title or two. The editor is the person at the end of the creativity chain 
who takes all that has been done before (all the production footage, etc.) and puts 
it together in such a way that it makes sense, tells a story, gives information and/or 
entertains. An editor is a storyteller who also has to possess technical knowledge, not 
just of the editing tools he or she uses to conduct the edit, but also of fi lm language  —  
the grammar of the shots. 

   This chapter has presented you with a review of the simple shot types (i.e., long shot, 
extreme close-up, etc.), what they look like, and how they may be understood by the 
viewing audience. These basic shots evolve into complex and developing shots as soon 
as the production team ups the ante and introduces zooms, pans, dolly moves, and so 
forth. You have also become familiar with a short list of criteria upon which to base 
your judgments of  “ good ”  or  “ no good ”  where the footage is concerned. Knowing what 
not to use in your edited piece is almost as important as knowing what to put in it. 
Understanding fi lm language and the ability to scan footage for compromising quality 
issues are important fi rst steps in becoming a good editor.  
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    End of Chapter Two Review 

      1.     Coverage provides the editor with different views of the same actions for better 
choices of showing the scene unfold.  

    2.     The basic shot types are extreme close-up, big close-up, close-up, medium close-
up, medium shot, medium long shot, long shot, very long shot, extreme long shot, 
two-shot, and over-the-shoulder shot.  

    3.     Simple shots with only small subject movement become complex shots when 
there is a zoom or a pan/tilt action. Complex shots become developing shots 
when you add camera mount movement as well as more elaborate subject 
movement.

    4.     Reviewing your footage for best technical and aesthetic qualities will help you 
pull your selections for the assemble edit.            


